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It is shown that a plasma situated in a uniform magnetic field is unstable even in the case of 
a weak temperature anistropy I T 1 - TIJ I /T 1 « 1. The instability is due to the charges in 
the "tail" of the velocity distribution which come into cyclotron resonance with the perturb
ing wave. 

IN this article we investigate the instability of a 
homogeneous plasma with ions (or electrons) hav
ing a non-Maxwellian velocity distribution. There 
exist two causes which lead to the instability of 
such a plasma: 1) the presence of a "beam" and 
2) the anisotropy of "temperatures" parallel and 
perpendicular to the static magnetic field. In this 
article we investigate the instability due to the 
"temperature" anisotropy. 

It has been shown earlier1• 2 in the "drift" ap
proximation that in the case of a sufficiently strong 
anisotropy of the "temperatures" of the ions (or 
the electrons), an instability of convective type 
Re ( w) ;>! 0 can occur. The so--called "drift" ap
proximation utilized in these papers is valid only 
when the Larmor radii of all the particles are con
siderably smaller than the wavelengths of the per
turbations, and the Larmor frequencies are cor
respondingly much higher than the oscillation fre
quencies. 

In going over to higher frequencies we shall see 
that an instability of the type of "oscillation with 
hunting", Re ( w) ;>! 0, will arise. However, it 
should be noted that even in the case of low fre
quency plasma oscillations the "tail" of the veloc
ity distribution will generally speaking contain 
such particles for which the "drift" approximation 
will not be applicable as a result of the Doppler 
effect, and these particles cause the oscillations 
to build up even in the event of a small departure 
from an isotropic velocity distribution*. 

We can easily obtain the dispersion equation for 
the plasma oscillations if we know the expression 
for the components of the tensor Ea{3(w, k). 

*After his trip to Harwell, M. A. Leontovich quoted Mittel
man as saying that M. Rosenbluth had investigated the insta
bility of a plasma with a weak temperature anisotropy. Unfor
tunately we have no further details as to Rosenbluth's formu
lation of his problem. 

The general expression for the tensor Ea{3 ( w, k) 
in the case of an anisotropic velocity distribution 
has been given in references 3 and 4. We take the 
unperturbed distribution function for the particles 
to be of the form 

f(p)dp=f(eJ., e 11 )dp, e J. = p3._ j 2m, eu = P~1 j2m 

( E1 and EIJ are the energies of motion perpendic
ular and parallel to a line of force of the magnetic 
field). In this case the components of the tensor 
Ea{3 have the following form [the z axis is directed 
along the magnetic field, the time dependence is 
taken to be of the form exp ( - iwt ) , k = { kx, 0, kz} ] : 

mw2 (' 

Exx = 1 + ~ - 0 \ dp w ,, 

Exy =- Eyx 

" _ " _. 1 mw~ (' ~uz - - ~zu - l ~ - _\ dp 
w • 

n=-co 

Here Jn is the Bessel function, 
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b+ = «\ (w- nr.i:JH- k,v,), «\ (x) = i lrtx + {} (x}, 

w~ = 4rtn0e2 I m, ln = ln (kxVJ_ I WH}, 

F- ~+ nwH (~-~) F2 = ~-~. (2) 
1 - de U w de 1. de II ' de 1. de II 

The first summation in (1) is taken over the kinds 
of charges. It may be seen that the sign of the anti
hermitian part of e:a {3 depends on F 1• In the case 
of an isotropic distribution function F 1 = Clf/ae:ll < 0. 
This corresponds to damping of the oscillations. 

The presence of an anisotropy in the distribu
tion may lead to a change in the sign of the anti
hermitian part of e:a{3. It is obvious that this can 
occur when 

( at foe j_ ) 
w < nwH 1 - Of I de II (n>O, ~~~ <l~j) aej_ dell' 

(n< 0, 1 ~, > ,~,). (3) 
de j_ den 

Since the possible instability is associated with 
cyclotron resonance ( n ¢ 0 ) it is useful to investi
gate the simplest case in which this resonance ap
pears -a wave propagated parallel to the field, 
kx = ky = 0, kz = k. In this case the dispersion re
lation for the two types of circularly polarized 
waves has the form 

N2 = 1 +] w~ ~ dp {sJ. [- ilrll+ (w ± wH- k,v,)] 

X ·[...Ei_ wH (~- ...£L)] + __!__ (...Ei_- ...Ei_)} (4) 
de II =f w de 1. de II w de 1. de II • 

We consider first the case of ion oscillations. 
For the sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves to 
the case kv 11 « w, which corresponds to the con
dition 87!l>ll « H2 ( p 11 = n0e:11 ). According to (3), in 
the case of a weak temperature anisotropy the in
stability may occur when w « wHi. In this case, 
neglecting the thermal corrections to the hermitian 
part of e:a{3• we obtain 

X~dp {sJ.[a~~~ ± w: (a~:- :!11 )]o(w=J=wH-k,v,)}. 

In the case of Re (w) » Im (w) we have 

x~' dp{sJ.[~± wH(d~f - 0~f )]o(w=FwH-k,v,)}. J 8e 11 w j_ II (5) 

When the integrand in expression (5) is positive 
the imaginary part of w is positive, and in the case 
when the time dependence is given by exp (- iwt) 
this leads to building up of oscillations. If we take 

for f the "Maxwellian" distribution function 

f - _!!!.__ (_!!!__)''• exp {- l_ ..:.! } 
- 21tT 1. 21tT n T 1. T II ' 

then the maximum increment occurs when 

(J)Hi I T j_ I [ T II ( T j_)
2

] k=- 1-- 1--.-. 11--.. 
eH Til Me~\ Til 

The corresponding frequency is given by 

iT.L-Tgl 
w =WHl T 

j_ 

. T 1. { H• T~l } + LWot V2T Me• exp - 81tnT (T T )2 • 
I II 1.- II 

(6) 

For T 1 > T 11 that wave builds up, for which the 
electric vector rotates in the direction of rotation 
of the ions. For T1 < T11 the wave of opposite 
polarization is built up. 

In the case of electron oscillation with w < WHe• 
only the so-called extraordinary wave exists, in 
which the electric vector rotates in the direction 
of rotation of the electrons. The instability in this 
case occurs only for one sign of the anisotropy 
T1 > T11. For kv11 « w and w5e » w~e' the dis
persion equation for the electron oscillations has 
the form 

V- m~, ( m~•) { T 1. mHe ( T 1.)} + i 1t -- exp -- - + - 1-- . 
wkv II k•v11 T II m T II 

Just as in the case of the ion oscillations, we obtain 
for waves having the greatest build-up. rate: 

T 1. - T II • y; (T 1. - T II )''• T 1. (2T II)'/, 
w = WHe T + L 4 Woe T T me• 

1. 1. II 

(7) 

As follows from the expressions just given, the 
rate of build up of the waves is determined by those 
ions (or electrons) contained in the velocity dis
tribution, in whose rest frame the frequency of the 
wave is equal to their cyclotron frequency as a re
sult of the Doppler effect. Such particles can ef
fectively exchange energy with the wave. The bal-
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ance between absorption and emission of energy by 
the particles is determined by the change in the 
distribution function, which is proportional to the 
quantity 

{ E + c-1 [ v x H ]} af/ ap. 

On taking account of H = cw-1 [ k x E], this expres
sion takes the form (kl = 0, E 11 = 0) 

- El. VJ.. {af/ ae.l..- kzVzw-1 (af/ ae.l.. -au aell )}, (8) 

where, as before, E 1 and Ell are the transverse 
and the longitudinal kinetic energies. 

The first term in this expression corresponds 
to that fraction of the particles whose velocities 
have been increased in the direction of the electric 
field E1, while the second term corresponds to 
that fraction of the particles whose longitudinal 
velocities have been altered by the magnetic field. 
When kzVz > 0, this change in velocity is obviously 
directed opposite to the electric field (see diagram). 
In this case the particles are retarded and give up 
their energy to the wave. The last term corre
sponds to that fraction of the particles whose trans
verse velocities have been altered by the magnetic 
field of the wave. Its sign is opposite to that of the 
second term, so that in the case of an isotropic 
velocity distribution the last two terms compensate 
for each other. 

The conditions of resonance with the electric 
field are satisfied by particles of velocity Vz, de
termined from w - nwH - kzVz = 0. For n < 0 
we have kzVz > 0, and the instability is caused by 
particles whose longitudinal velocities have been 

altered by the magnetic field of the wave;. for 
n > 0, when kzVz < 0 the building up of the wave 
is due to particles whose transverse velocity has 
been altered by the magnetic field of the wave. 

We note that the instability which we have in
vestigated will not occur for arbitrarily small 
anisotropy. For any velocity distribution there 
exists a limiting velocity vlim (which is in any 
case smaller than the velocity of light). We then 
obtain from the resonance condition w - wH 

- kzVlim = 0, for the limiting velocity Vlim• the 
minimum frequency wmin = wH ( 1 + vlim / cH) - 1 

In accordance with (6) the instability will occur 
when I AT 1/T > ( 1 + VIim/cH )-1. 

The authors are grateful to academician M. A. 
Leontovich and to B. B. Kadomtsev for useful dis
cussions of the results of this work. 
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